Job Spec: QA Engineer
About Edge
Edge is a data-driven technology platform. We have revolutionised how people contract talent,
pay gamers, and collect social media and in-game data to allow businesses to operate more
efficiently and intelligently.
Edge is a well capitalized startup with more than 50 years experience in technology and gaming.
It was founded by a former sports lawyer, a former Nintendo executive and a 16 year old
tech-wizard. Edge is LDN based but has team members in the US, Middle East and Asia.
Our core values are:
1) Team First
2) Community is Everything
3) No assholes.
You love solving complex interdisciplinary challenges. You automate anything you might possibly
have to do twice. You get things done and own what you build. You don't agree to the status
quo. You're a craftsman and embrace failure as an essential part of success. You take people for
who they are and celebrate diversity. Does this sound like you? Read on.

Salary
£40k - 60k p/a

What you’ll do
-

Thoroughly test all software releases under your charge, which can include client
and server side products, API platform and server infrastructure.

-

Report and track defects, prepare test plan reports, sign off on releases.

-

Help define, implement and drive adoption of QA best practices and processes

-

You’ll implement software testing processes across many projects, working with
engineers on code quality through exploratory and automated tests

-

You will be able to provide guidance across different paradigms (backed,
frontend, mobile)

-

You will discuss and evangelize the benefits of a proper testing culture inside
teams, spanning from unit tests to integration tests to end-to-end tests

-

Lead the development of a number of automated testing suites
Work with the product team to understand requirements, design comprehensive
test plans and test cases

Our tech stack
-

Languages/Frameworks - NodeJS, Java, Python, Go, ReactJS, React Native
Databases - MongoDB, PostgresSQL, Redis
AWS tools - ECS, Fargate, ELB, DocumentDB, Elasticache, SQS, Route53, QLDB, S3,
Cloudfront
CI tools - GitHub actions

What we require
-

2+ years of practical operational experience in a QA engineer or similar
engineering role
You have passion for what you do and you're nice to hang out with
Detailed orientated philosophy working to the highest standards
Highly skilled in software QA methodologies, processes, tools and best practices

-

Experience with stress and load testing

-

Experience with continuous integration tools and processes (we use GitHub
actions for the majority of tasks at the moment)
Ability to build QA processes & suites from scratch

-

Self motivated and hold a proactive attitude
Extensive hands-on experience with programming in any modern language

Nice to haves
-

An interest in esports / streaming
Experience in relational and NoSQL databases. PostgreSQL and MongoDB is a
plus
Experience working remotely

-

Experience with AWS ecosystem

What we offer
-

Fully remote work
Flexible working hours
Unlimited holiday
Working with set of passionate, driven individuals who are all about the team
mentality
The opportunity to be early into an exciting startup and help build some really
innovative tech
Weekly social events

Please send CVs and portfolio links to recruitment@edge.gg

